Playtime Paint

W

hy do we paint our
homes? We paint the
outside of our homes
mainly to protect them from the rain,
wind, and the sun. Other reasons
we paint are to make our homes and
the rooms inside look nice or just to
brighten our lives. Modern paints are
highly specialized and complex, but
they all have two basic parts: pigments
and binders. The pigment gives paint
its color. The binder adds important
chemicals that “hold” the pigment,
help the paint stick to surfaces, and
allow it to form a smooth film when
it dries. There are different types of
paints used in a home depending
on what needs to be painted. For
instance, the outdoor paints need
to be weather resistant while indoor
paints are made to have less odors
as they dry. In this activity you will
make your own paint using chalk
as a pigment, and glue and water
as binders.

Materials

✤ 2 freezer-style zip-closing bags
✤ Colored chalk (regular

or sidewalk)
✤ Mallet or hammer
✤ Small cups (4 oz.)
✤ Measuring spoons
✤ Water
✤ Wooden craft sticks
✤ White craft glue
✤ Paintbrushes
✤ Paper

NOTE: Wear a smock or apron to
protect clothes from paint.
Be sure to follow Milli’s
Safety Tips and do this
activity with an adult!
Do not eat or drink any of the
materials in this activity!

from
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7. Add 1 tablespoon of white
glue to the cup and stir
everything together.

To read

Milli’s Safety Tips
click here!

Procedure

1. Place one freezer bag inside of
the other.
2. Place 2 – 3 pieces of the same
colored chalk or 1 sidewalk
colored chalk into the inner bag
and close both bags, squeezing
as much air out as possible.
3. Carefully use the mallet or
hammer to break the chalk
into a fine powder. Your adult
partner may need to help with
this step. Make the powder as
smooth as possible. It will be
harder to break up the small
chunks once you have taken the
powered chalk out of the bag.
Your paint will end up lumpy if
you do not break up the chalk.
4. Carefully open the bags and
slowly pour the powder into
a small cup.

Note: If you want to make more
than one paint color, repeat
step 3 with another color of
chalk. Use separate cups for
each color.
5. Add 3 teaspoons of water to the
powder in the cup.

8. If your paint appears thick,
you may need to add up to
3 more tablespoons of water
to get the paint the consistency
that you want. Add 1 tablespoon
at a time and mix after
each addition.
9. Paint a picture on the paper.
10. Thoroughly clean the work area
and wash your hands.

Try this…

Try mixing different colored paints to
see what other colors you can make.

Where’s the Chemistry?

Paint is made of tiny particles of
color that are suspended in a liquid
instead of dissolved in it. Think
about what happens when you add
salt or sugar to water. It dissolves
into what is called a solution. Unlike
a solution, paint’s particles “float”
within a thick liquid such as oil or
glue. The thick liquid helps the paint
stick to and spread evenly across a
surface, and then allows it to form
a film on the surface as it dries.
In the activity, the glue and water
mixture suspended the chalk’s
colored pigments. That is, the glue
acted as a binder to help spread the
paint evenly across a surface to dry.

6. Using a craft stick, mix the chalk
powder and the water until you
have a fine paste. The smoother
the paste, the smoother your
paint will be.

SAFETY!
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